Single Set Trigger, with long trigger bar #TR-LR-SST-S
This is a classic single set trigger, with double action, by L&R. It can be fitted to fire set or unset, or the set feature can be disabled for cold weather hunting. The long trigger bar allows you to fit this to a pre-inlet stock cut for a double set trigger.

We generally prefer a double set trigger, since single set triggers are a bit more complex, expensive, and the mechanism is often taller, requiring a thicker wrist on your rifle, or greater care in planning and adjusting correct fit. English rifles often use single set triggers.

#TR-LR-SST-S trigger, single set, long bar only $66.00

Shotgun trigger with long gauge single barrel shotgun Eng-4 trigger guard, using We recommend using our The plate is about .485" at the widest point, tapering to .385" at the rear. Rounded at the rear, with a tapered "beavertail" finial at front. Unlike most trigger plates, this plate has "draft" or taper along the edges, widening at the bottom, to aid in achieving a better fit. The high pivot is an advantage, giving best leverage for light trigger release.

#TR-LR-1600 shotgun trigger, with long plate only $20.00

Shotgun trigger with long:
This trigger and plate was first used on the Sharon 10 kit. It works well with our #TG-a mounting screw from above.

#TR-LR-1600 trigger plate long plate #66.00

Single Set Trigger, with curved trigger ................. #TR-LR-SST-C
A classic single set trigger, with double action, by L&R. It can be fitted to fire set or unset, or the set feature can be disabled for cold weather hunting. The short trigger plate is easily inlet in many rifles.

#TR-LR-SST-C trigger, single set, short bar only $66.00

Hawken Pistol Single Set Trigger .................... #TR-HP-Set
A simple cam roller set trigger, in a plate made for the Hawken pistol. Notice the pineapple finial and lug for tang screw and trigger guard, sold separately. We also offer a plain "non-set" version, shown elsewhere. Order our Hawken Pistol plans.

#TR-HP-Set single set trigger $53.99
#Plan-HP full size plans only $ 3.50

Kentucky Single Set Trigger ..................................... #TR-SST-3
A very simple and snappy trigger design with roller cam action. The curled finial trigger resembles fancy flint era triggers. This set trigger must be set, by pressing the trigger forward until it latches, before cocking the lock. To disable this feature, simply remove the trigger mainspring and screw, which is easily accessed from below. This switches the trigger action to a plain, non-set hunting trigger.

#TR-SST-3 trigger, single set, roller cam only $34.99

Double Shotgun trigger and entry pipe:
Building a double shotgun? We now have the book Recreating the Double Barrel Muzzle Loading Shotgun. Modeled after triggers on a fine original English double by Moore & Harris, these triggers are silent, with return springs. This set includes a correct entry pipe for double barrel shotgun, with matching flintlock. Wax cast steel, these parts can help restore your percussion shotgun, or create a new shotgun.

#TR-LR-DBL two triggers & rod pipe only $66.00

Shotgun & Single Set Triggers
©2012, Track of the Wolf, Inc. shown actual size
Made in the U.S.A

Shotgun trigger with long:
This trigger and plate was first used on the Sharon 10 kit. It works well with our #TG-a mounting screw from above.

#TR-LR-1600 trigger, long plate $20.00

Double Shotgun trigger and entry pipe:
Building a double shotgun? We now have the book Recreating the Double Barrel Muzzle Loading Shotgun. Modeled after triggers on a fine original English double by Moore & Harris, these triggers are silent, with return springs. This set includes a correct entry pipe for double barrel shotgun, with matching flintlock. Wax cast steel, these parts can help restore your percussion shotgun, or create a new shotgun.

#TR-LR-DBL two triggers & rod pipe only $66.00

Shotgun trigger with long:
This trigger and plate was first used on the Sharon 10 kit. It works well with our #TG-a mounting screw from above.

#TR-LR-1600 trigger, long plate $20.00

Hawken Pistol Single Set Trigger .................... #TR-HP-Set
A simple cam roller set trigger, in a plate made for the Hawken pistol. Notice the pineapple finial and lug for tang screw and trigger guard, sold separately. We also offer a plain "non-set" version, shown elsewhere. Order our Hawken Pistol plans.

#TR-HP-Set single set trigger $53.99
#Plan-HP full size plans only $ 3.50

Kentucky Single Set Trigger ..................................... #TR-SST-3
A very simple and snappy trigger design with roller cam action. The curled finial trigger resembles fancy flint era triggers. This set trigger must be set, by pressing the trigger forward until it latches, before cocking the lock. To disable this feature, simply remove the trigger mainspring and screw, which is easily accessed from below. This switches the trigger action to a plain, non-set hunting trigger.

#TR-SST-3 trigger, single set, roller cam only $34.99

Double Shotgun trigger and entry pipe:
Building a double shotgun? We now have the book Recreating the Double Barrel Muzzle Loading Shotgun. Modeled after triggers on a fine original English double by Moore & Harris, these triggers are silent, with return springs. This set includes a correct entry pipe for double barrel shotgun, with matching flintlock. Wax cast steel, these parts can help restore your percussion shotgun, or create a new shotgun.

#TR-LR-DBL two triggers & rod pipe only $66.00

Shotgun & Single Set Triggers
©2012, Track of the Wolf, Inc. shown actual size
Made in the U.S.A

Shotgun trigger with long:
This trigger and plate was first used on the Sharon 10 kit. It works well with our #TG-a mounting screw from above.

#TR-LR-1600 trigger, long plate $20.00

Hawken Pistol Single Set Trigger .................... #TR-HP-Set
A simple cam roller set trigger, in a plate made for the Hawken pistol. Notice the pineapple finial and lug for tang screw and trigger guard, sold separately. We also offer a plain "non-set" version, shown elsewhere. Order our Hawken Pistol plans.

#TR-HP-Set single set trigger $53.99
#Plan-HP full size plans only $ 3.50

Kentucky Single Set Trigger ..................................... #TR-SST-3
A very simple and snappy trigger design with roller cam action. The curled finial trigger resembles fancy flint era triggers. This set trigger must be set, by pressing the trigger forward until it latches, before cocking the lock. To disable this feature, simply remove the trigger mainspring and screw, which is easily accessed from below. This switches the trigger action to a plain, non-set hunting trigger.

#TR-SST-3 trigger, single set, roller cam only $34.99

Double Shotgun trigger and entry pipe:
Building a double shotgun? We now have the book Recreating the Double Barrel Muzzle Loading Shotgun. Modeled after triggers on a fine original English double by Moore & Harris, these triggers are silent, with return springs. This set includes a correct entry pipe for double barrel shotgun, with matching flintlock. Wax cast steel, these parts can help restore your percussion shotgun, or create a new shotgun.

#TR-LR-DBL two triggers & rod pipe only $66.00

Shotgun & Single Set Triggers
©2012, Track of the Wolf, Inc. shown actual size
Made in the U.S.A